ATTENDO
Emergency call system for public toilets

The autonomous solution for the generation and reception of warnings for *adapted bathrooms, changing rooms* and common areas.

- Ideal for small installations: bars, restaurants... *ready to plug and play.*
- Expandable up to 5 bathrooms / changing rooms.

ATTENDO
by ALCAD

Complies with accessibility international standards

- Plug & Play: no programming or configuration
- Anti-strangle mechanism
- Display screen on the main unit
- Simple alert generation from the pull-cord
- Light signal in common areas
- Main unit with acoustic alarm
- Expandable up to 5 bathrooms / changing rooms
A SIMPLE kit. A GREAT solution.

The KRAB-001 kit serves 1 adapted bathroom / changing room. It is composed of:

**Autonomous alarm receiver:**

**Plug & Play**
- It does not need any type of programming or configuration.
- Ready to serve up to 5 toilets with individual identification.
- Display screen to locate the incoming message.
- Simple installation on the wall.
- Connections through removable terminals.
- Acoustic warning.
- Independent power supply

**Warning-lamp:**

Red-coloured
- Placed on the door of the adapted bathroom / changing room, so that any person in the area can, at a glance, identify the alert to help the person requesting it.
- This mechanism will be wired by 2 wires, from the alarm receiver or from the adapted bathroom / changing room peripheral.

**Bathroom pull-cord:**

With call and cancellation
- Bathroom peripheral with 2m pull-cord, push button with green LED indicator (allowing an easy identification of call status) and cancellation button.
- Anti-strangle mechanism. Up to 8 kg of pressure.

**Power supply:**

FAC-050
- 230VAC / 50Hz
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